The Pemco Model 66 Ream Wrapper accepts reams from a power infeed conveyor equipped with front and back paddles to ensure squared packages. Reams can be loaded manually, or automatically by adding an optional ream indexing transfer system. Cut-off knives for wrapping material accommodate web widths up to 42" (1066mm) and operate before gluing to stay clean. Vacuum belts position wrapping material above ream to start wrap sequence.

Split elevator plates support the center of the ream and prevent sagging prior to wrapping. Model 66 forms high-quality packages with either endfold or optional underfold. Applicator wheels apply cold adhesive to girth and hot melt adhesive to endflaps. Reciprocating compression plates ensure endflaps are securely sealed. Reference scales and handwheels allow quick and easy size adjustments.

Model 66 Size Range:
Height: 1" to 5" (25-127mm)
Length: 10" to 18" (254-457mm)
Width: 8" to 12" (203-304mm)
Speed: Up to 35 per minute

Package Material:
Glue-sealed kraft and kraft laminates with 3" (76mm) or 2½" (70mm) diameter core.
Features:
1. Product loading station (not shown).
2. Easy-to-use handwheel adjustments for length and height.
3. Reciprocating overhead finger package ejector.
4. Endfolds adjustable for package height and length.
5. Start/stop station is movable for access on either side of machine.
6. Split elevator for package control (not shown).
7. Lincoln automatic greasing system (optional).
8. Infeed tape conveyor with front and back paddles (not shown).
9. Maximum width wrapper, 42" (1066mm). Automatic web tensioning system.
10. Electrical box with manual disconnect.
11. Automatic winch (optional).
12. Additional paper spindle and support brackets (optional).

Specifications subject to change without notice or obligation. PEMCO retains the right to make specification changes and product enhancements which may not be reflected in this literature. Please consult factory for details.

All PEMCO machinery is equipped with appropriate safety guarding. For purposes of clear illustration, this brochure may contain photos of machinery without guarding in place.
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